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Spotting a Hail Damaged Roof

What does hail damage look like on asphalt shingle roofs? Areas of lost mineral granules will be apparent,

with more severe granule loss on roof slopes facing the direction from which the hailstones fell (or blew)

during the storm. Inspecting an asphalt shingle roof shortly after a hail storm, if the roof has been damaged,

should show that the areas of mineral granule loss have exposed “fresh” looking shingle substrate – the

asphalt impregnated shingle substrate will not yet have been weathered by sun exposure.

Hail damage to roofs versus shingle wear

Hail-damaged roof shingles we’ve seen or which have been sent along to us as in photo form, show more of

a “scouring” effect in which larger, more irregularly-shaped areas of shingle surface have lost granules (and

thus have produced a shingle nearer the end of its product life than before the storm.

Worn or weathered asphalt roof shingles which are losing their mineral granules in the course of normal

aging, if inspected early in the wear cycle, already show small areas of granule loss, beginning with bald

areas on the shingles which may be just the diameter of a few mineral granules. As the sun and weather

wear will accelerate in these “bald” spots or micro-spots, when the inspector sees a larger bald spot it will

be also weathered, having developed over time as opposed to having developed suddenly during a storm.

Confounding this distinction between hail damage and shingle wear as a source of granule loss, is the wear

on an older asphalt shingle  roof  when exposed to  a hailstorm.  If  the  roof  were worn (and its mineral

granules less securely attached to the shingle surface), we posit that roof will lose more granules more

quickly in the hail storm than a newer surface.

Inspect your roof as soon as possible after any storm

Inspect your roof regularly, annually would be great, so that you can find and fix damage before it becomes

a more costly leak. If you inspect the roof regularly you then can have information to compare with the

condition of the roof after a severe storm – you can document when damage occurred and can establish

that damage was or was not present before a particular storm.

Inspect your roof promptly after a storm: Any storm or wind alone can damage a roof, so the sooner you

inspect the roof after a storm the better you can avoid leak damage inside the home, and if an insurance
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claim for roof damage is warranted, the better will be the data you can provide in support of your claim.

Inspect your roof gutters: before and after a storm. If the gutters were clean and after the storm they are

loaded with mineral granules you have strong evidence of roof wear and damage due to the hail storm.

Hail damage versus asphalt shingle blister wear

Asphalt shingle blistering or rash blisters or other visual anomalies on a roof surface versus visual evidence

of asphalt shingle hail damage can be tricky to distinguish. Some owners and some roof inspectors who have

not  seen  various  types  of  roof  damage  may  have  difficulty  distinguishing  between  blistering,  thermal

splitting, age cracking, general product wear and granule loss, and other markings on asphalt roof shingles

due to specifically hail, ice, or other storm damage.

Shingle rash blisters on asphalt shingles result from the manufacturing process, (and may be cosmetic or

possibly a more serious defect) which are sometimes mistaken for hail damage.

Hailstones can be quite large, even golf-ball sized in some cases. Hail might produce a “dent” or a damage

point in an asphalt shingle roof surface, resulting in granule loss and reduced remaining roof life. But I’m

highly doubtful that hail ever produces raised “blisters” on the shingles such as shown in our description of

shingle rash blistering.

Hail damage can dislodge the protective mineral granules of an asphalt shingle, producing areas of exposed

asphalt shingle substrate. If  inspecting an asphalt shingle (or mineral-granule-covered roof roofing) roof

shortly after a hailstorm the exposed shingle substrate should be expected to show freshly-exposed asphalt

coated or asphalt impregnated shingle base material. If the same area is examined much later the exposed

shingle areas of granule loss may have weathered or even cracked and this distinction (hail versus wear or

other sources of granule loss) will be more difficult to distinguish

Asphalt shingle blisters, are raised bumps or protrusions in shingle surface, either closed blisters or open

ones showing a small black pit or crater when the protective mineral granules have been lost from the peak

of the blister.

Variations in shingle damage or wear according to roof slope pitch and weather or sun exposure

Storm damage is likely to affect different roof slopes differently as their weather exposure varies.

In the photo taken on a jobsite we see cracks in some of the shingles. We would be surprised to learn that

the impact of ice pellets on a roof would produce cracking and we pose that the cracks were a preexisting

condition on an older shingle roof. (I have seen cracking appear suddenly on asphalt shingles in response to

cold weather,  in  the  form of  thermal splitting however,  a failure for  which we have a very different

explanation and a different cracking pattern than shown in the photo here–DF.)

Look at the uniformity of roof defects over the field of a given slope to help understand the probable

cause. Blistering of asphalt shingles caused by the product itself might appear uniform over all of the roof

on all slopes independent of weather exposure.

In other cases, if only a few bundles of shingles were defective, say from improper manufacture or storage,

asphalt shingle blistering may appear in shingles in a specific pattern on a roof following the application

pattern of the shingles themselves as they were nailed to the roof. Since roof shingles from a single bundle

are  usually  applied over a single  area of  a roof,  this pattern  and cause  may  be self-evident on close

inspection of the whole roof.

Whose opinion on roof wear do you trust?
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Sources of conflicts of interest

While many roof inspectors and home inspectors are expected to be un-biased neutral professionals, we

cannot  assume  that  this  is  always  the  case.  The  building  owner  should  consider  possible  sources  of

conflicting interests on the part of the person performing the inspection. These conflicting interests can

occur in both expected and less obvious ways:

Who is the roof inspector working for? Some roof inspectors working for the insurance company may be

understandably motivated to focus on shingle wear rather than storm damage. If the insurance company

inspector can give specifics of what s/he saw on the roof and what those clues mean (such as evidence of

other signs of roof wear: cracks, blisters, tears) that opinion should be considered seriously.

Will the roof inspector gain financially by the inspection outcome? if the roof inspector is asked to advise on

whether or not the roof needs immediate replacement, and if s/he works for a roofing company, the “safe”

as well as “profitable” opinion to offer is that replacement is needed.

Experienced roofing contractors who conclude that the roof does not need immediate replacement but who

have seen many roofs in a given geographic area in many conditions, who give specific details of what s/he

saw and what those clues mean, and who conclude that the damage is due to hail (or another cause), have

offered an opinion that should be taken seriously.

In sum, ask the roof inspector for specific details that support his or her conclusions about the condition of

the  roof  and about  what  caused its  damage  or  wear.  An  inspector  who  offers  only  the  “bottom line

conclusion” with no supporting evidence, does not deserve the confidence of the building owner.
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Orlando Office

Address: 630 N.Hart Blvd.

Orlando, FL 32818

Office: 407-401-9599

Fax: 321-445-5593

Colorado Office

Address: 805 S.Circle Dr.

Colorado Springs, CO 80910

Office: 719-219-6715
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